Return to Competition

November 18 2021

This document provides guidelines to help GymBC member clubs plan in-person and virtual events. Please note – a variety
of provincial and regional health authority orders are in place. Please review GymBC’s website for up to date information in
this area as it tends to change frequently. This document may need to be updated frequently, as well. To confirm COVID19 Requirements, please contact safety@gymbc.org.
It is the responsibility of each club to properly inform invited clubs of the format, protocols, and additional measures
required to take part in competitions.
Scope and Timing
This Return to Competition Plan applies to all GymBC member club competitions hosted in the 2021-2022 season, and
applies to both local and regional events. Both virtual and in-person competition formats are guided by this “living”
document, and may be updated as the season progresses. Additional information and clarifications will be updated as
required.
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GymBC Events - Eligibility
As with all GymBC Sanctioned Events, participants MUST:
ATHLETES:
 Be properly registered with GymBC (or a GymCan affiliate province), as competitive athlete
 Be in good standing with GymBC
 Be eligible to participate in the category they are registered in (as per GymBC discipline specific documents)
COACHES:
 Be properly registered with GymBC (or a GymCan affiliate province) as a coach
 Be in good standing with GymBC
 Be appropriately NCCP certified for the athlete level they are coaching
 Have their safe sport requirements up to date:
o Criminal Record Checks – as per the GymBC Policy
o Respect in Sport Training – as per the GymBC Policy
JUDGES:
 Be properly registered with GymBC as a judge
 Be in good standing with GymBC (judges will be assigned to events based on their level of certification)
 Have their safe sport requirements up to date:
o Criminal Record Checks – as per the GymBC Policy
Any athlete, coach or judge who is unable to be verified as a current GymBC member (or a GymCan affiliate province), will
be ineligible to participate in the GymBC sanctioned event. If international participants are invited to participate in an
event, please contact GymBC’s Technical Director at (td@gymbc.org) prior to the competition to ensure adherence to
GymBC virtual event regulations.

GymBC Event Sanctioning (In-Person and Virtual)
All GymBC member club events/competitions, both in-person and virtual, are required to be sanctioned by GymBC. This
ensures GymBC safety guidelines, coaching and judging criteria are consistent for all GymBC member club events. It is the
responsibility of each participating club and host Organizing Committee to ensure the GymBC compliance is met.
To request sanctioning, please use the existing sanctioned event forms and submit to the GymBC Events Coordinator
(events@gymbc.org). Please indicate on the form that your event will be conducted virtually. If an event already sanctioned
is changing format (from in-person to virtual or vice versa), please contact GymBC’s Technical Director, td@gymbc.org to
provide your competition update.
Should a host club wish to invite participants from outside BC to a virtual competition, please contact GymBC’s Technical
Director, td@gymbc.org.
Sanctioning fees for in-person or virtual events are the same.
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In-Person Events: Requirements and Tips
Invited Club Directives (in-person events)
Requirements
• The Information package sent to clubs MUST include:
 The procedures related to preventing the spread of COVID-19 that will be utilized during the event.
 The declaration of compliance for the host club’s COVID-19 Safety Plan. This compliance document is
to be completed by all participating clubs and returned to the host club, with the registration
information (See appendix 2).
 Host club must indicate the coach and judge meal protocols. See hospitality section, below.
 Coach meeting information regarding competition protocol – awards, music, rotations, equipment,
COVID-19 prevention protocol reminders, etc.
• Host clubs must request email addresses (club/coaches) to send results following each session or provide a link
where all results are posted online. Results can also be physically posted at the host venue.
Facility Space Management (in-person events) and Screening (Vaccination Card Use)
Requirements
• The host club is allowed to host as many participants (athletes, coaches, judges, and any other personnel
required to run the competition e.g., first aid designates, and hospitality etc.) as they would like, to run a
competition.
- Regional Health Orders may place specific limits on your event (usually spectator limits). Please confirm
with safety@gymbc.org if you are unsure about the requirements for your event.
• All individuals (judges, volunteers, spectators 12+, officials, and supporters), except for paid coaches and athletes
aged 21 and under, must provide proof of vaccine against COVID-19 (2 doses are required).
• The host club may allow 100% of the regular operating capacity of spectators except for the Eastern Fraser
Valley and the Northern Health Regions. If you are hosting a competition in these regions please contact GymBC
at safety@gymbc.org to discuss occupancy requirements.
• Provide signage with relevant information about handwashing, physical distancing, and other COVID-19
requirements in your facility.
Tips
o Appoint a COVID-19 Safety Representative to review the meet directive and COVID-19 plan with the current
Provincial and regional orders and with GymBC’s Safety Officer to ensure compliance.
Cleaning (in-person events)
Requirements
• High touch surfaces (bathrooms, any areas near food service, etc.) must be disinfected at minimum two times per
day. Ensure that all cleaning products are authorized disinfectants against SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that
causes COVID-19 (see example from BC Centre for Disease Control or the Government of Canada).
• Hand sanitizer must be available in close proximity to each apparatus and judges’ table and in any area where
food is being consumed or served.
Screening and Documentation (in-person events)
Requirements
o All clubs who enter the facility must complete a declaration of compliance (see Appendix 2) indicating that their
participants will adhere to the COVID-19 requirements and competition rules of the host club and host facility.
o Individuals are required to self-assess if they feel sick. If they have any cold or flu symptoms they should not
attend the competition.
Tips
o

It is recommended that host clubs provide lenient scratch/cancellation/refund policies for illness and individuals
that are required to follow isolation protocols.
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Personal Hygiene (in-person events)
Requirements
o All individuals must wear masks/face coverings in all indoor public spaces (gymnastics clubs are included). All
individuals age 5+ are required to wear masks at all times unless they are participating in gymnastics on the field
of play. It is recommended, but not required, that children under the age of 5 wear masks indoors.
- "face covering" means either of the following that covers the nose and mouth of a person:
- (a) a medical or non-medical mask;
- (b) a tightly woven fabric;
o Participants are not required to wear masks while participating in gymnastics on the field of play.
o Masks must be worn at all times by coaches, officials, and volunteers, in the host venue.
o Athletes, coaches, judges, and any other competition participants are required to sanitize their hands regularly.
o The host club is required to provide sanitizing stations throughout the venue.
Tips
o Host club needs to supply hand sanitizing stations, but should recommend all participants also carry their own
container of hand sanitizer
o Athletes are encouraged to bring their own snack food items, water bottles, chalk (and not share food with
others) etc.
Hospitality (in-person events)
Requirements
• All food or drink stations must have sufficient amounts of hand sanitizer.
• Signs reminding participants to wash or sanitize their hands before touching self-serve food, drink, or other
items, are posted at the self-serve station.
• High touch surfaces and utensils at the food or drink station are frequently cleaned or sanitized.
Judging / Scoring Protocols (in-person events)
Requirements
• Judges and scoring personnel are required to wear mask at all times while in the venue.
• Judges are required to provide proof of 2 doses of vaccine at all GymBC sanctioned events.
Competition Protocols (in-person events)
Requirements
• All participants (athletes, coaches, judges, and volunteers) must follow the safety requirements of the host club
and host facility. This may include physical distancing requirements, signage, screening, or other processes and
rules.
Awards / Participant Recognition (in-person events)
Requirements
• If athlete medals, ribbons or gifts are being presented, the host club must manage the distribution while
maintaining all COVID cleanliness protocol (any physical distancing, sanitizing requirements, etc.). This could
include laying down items on a tray/table, and athletes picking them up separately.
Tips
o In place of traditional awards, mailing awards/athlete’s gift to participating clubs or give to one club
representative to distribute if there is concern about athletes and spectators gathering.
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Virtual Events: Requirements and Tips
Virtual Events can provide a safe alternative to in-person events, at this time. GymBC would like to support member clubs
to work through the challenges of hosting virtual competitions.
Clubs have the option to host “Routine Video Submission” OR Livestream events. As there are many necessary
technological needs to host a livestream event, GymBC is suggesting “Routine Video Submission” events as the primary
hosting format.
For protocols on virtual Trampoline Gymnastics events, refer to the Mobility Event Directives, on the GymBC Event
Calendar or contact tg@gymbc.org.
Goals (virtual events)
GOALS
1.
2.
3.
4.

To provide athletes a competitive experience when usual in-person competition format may not be permitted.
To provide athletes a competitive opportunity to allow for mobility and qualification.
To provide clubs an opportunity to participate in or host a competition.
To provide a competitive goal and motivation for athletes.

GymBC-Sanctioned Virtual Events – Generalities
GymBC would like to stress the importance of flexibility when allowing for virtual competitions during the 2021-2022
season. While certain aspects of hosting/attending a gymnastics competition must be followed to ensure the safety of
the athlete, other items will be allowed to deviate to allow clubs to still participate in these competitions.
• Equipment specification: Clubs have an assortment of equipment and equipment arrangements within their facilities.
We request that the host club is flexible for allowing virtual competitions to take place in any club given these
equipment differences. Clubs that cannot meet the required competition apparatus norms will need to provide a test
video showing the best they can provide to the host club, for their agreement. Host clubs must indicate in the
directives, the acceptable equipment adaptations.
• Approval of Equipment set-up and filming locations: Establish a pre-meet communication between clubs. A
“trial/test” run should be completed before the competition submission date, if a club is unsure of their apparatus
norms and/or filming location. The trial/test run is used to determine:
• Best camera placement for all apparatus
• Floor music volume levels (for WAG)
• Lighting source adjustment for optimal viewing
• First Aid: GymBC first aid requirements apply at all clubs during all activities (training and competition filming). ‘There
must be at least one individual in the gymnastics facility with standard first aid during all activities.’ (See the GymBC
Registration Handbook, Appendix 6: Coaching Requirements.)
Tips
•

Participating clubs could have trial/test run video files showing lighting, angles and music volume level that they
can share with each event host, if requested, to ensure that they meet the host’s requirements. See Appendix 1.

Facility Space Management (virtual events)
Requirements
•
Each participating club MUST follow their own club’s COVID-19 and safety requirements during the filming of
competition routines.
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Directives and Registration Fees (virtual events)
Virtual competition must be GymBC sanctioned.
The following information must be included in the directives.
General Information:
•
Name of meet, date and submission time parameters (period for filming and upload deadline)
•
Meet Coordinator contact information
Participating Club Responsibility:
•
Participating clubs are required to complete a Competition Declaration of Compliance (see template in Appendix
2). Each participating club must agree and acknowledge in writing (to the host, GymBC member club) that they
are accepting and abiding by all the standards as set out in the event directives/meet info package and GymBC
technical rules. Host member clubs may use the template in Appendix 2, should they choose to.
•
All individuals who may appear in any media content as a part of Gymnastics BC Sanctioned Virtual Events
must complete the media release form (see Appendix 3). This includes individuals who may appear on camera,
but are not competing in the event themselves. This means that if 7 people walk by during a routine that is

filmed and shared on YouTube, that they must have a completed form in addition to the participants of the
competition. Clubs must follow the instructions on the form to ensure that they manage this process
appropriately.

Video/Filming Requirements (see sections below):
•
The directives must include filming and video submission protocols: where videos will be stored and who is
responsible for their management, if any routine files are expected to be shared with participating clubs (i.e.: the
winning routine for each category and apparatus links sent to all participating clubs), etc.
•
One day prior to the video submission open date, an email is circulated to participating clubs/coaches (including
host club coaches) with a symbol and/or word that must be included in the video recording. This will ensure the
routine has taken place within the allotted time frame rather than days or weeks before the competition.
Program Rule Changes:
•
Any deviations to the Program rules outlined in GymBC program documents (re: BC Development Program
Manual or Xcel Manual, GymCan MAG Pathways, TG Pathways) that are anticipated.
Results and Awards:
•
Results distribution timing and process. Host clubs must request email addresses (club/coaches) to send results
following each session or provide a link where all results are posted.
•
Event registration fee, awards and athlete gift (if applicable). Awards are expected to be mailed/distributed
within 7 days of the publication of the results.
Registration Fees:
Entry fees will be at the discretion of the host club. The entry fee should be reasonable to allow the host club to cover
costs associated with the event including costs related to the use of a virtual platform, judges’ honorariums, sanction fees
and other administrative fees.
GymBC suggests setting invitational competition registration fees at $75-$85. (By comparison in 2019 BC Champs
athlete registration fee was $120). Mobility or Trial events may have lower fees, as set by each discipline committee.
To assist club’s with establishing a virtual event registration fee, consider the following expenses:
• Judge honoraria (information below)
• Scoring platform (i.e.: K-score)
• Awards, gifts and associated postage
• Other items
Sample Registration Fee Calculation (MAG event):
• Projected cost per athlete: $41
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•
•
•
Tips
•

o Judging: $24 ($2/routine x 6 routines x 2 judges)
o Gift:
$7 (if applicable)
o Awards: $10
Projected cost per participating club: $60.
o Postage for awards and gifts: $50-75 (sent in one parcel to participating club)
 If 10 athletes from a club were registered = $6/athlete
Approximate athlete cost: $47
This sample does not consider any additional administrative fees incurred by the host club or a profit margin.
Please adjust your registration fees if needed.
An alternate award option instead of medals and ribbons may be considered (i.e.: a certificate with scores and
rankings could be designed) to lower the cost of entry fees

Competition Rules (virtual events)
Requirements
•

Uniforms: Athletes are encouraged to wear team uniform.

•

The gymnast’s entire body must be visible at all times. If, for example, the legs or arms are cut off on the video or
the video malfunctions, the gymnast may incur a potential deduction for the missing body part. If a gymnast’s
legs go out of the frame during a giant on bars, they may incur the maximum penalty for bent legs.

•

All Artistic Line and Time and TG Horizontal Displacement deductions will be applied. It is recommended that
artistic coaches time athlete falls to avoid deductions. It is the coach responsibility to ensure the athlete does
not exceed the fall time or routine time limits. (TG Time of Flight calculations will be added to each trampoline
athlete’s final score.)

Video Submission / Filming Requirements (virtual events)
A video submissions window and deadline must be established and communicated with participating clubs. It is
suggested that a 5-7-day window is available for video submission uploads.
The directives must include filming and video submission protocols: where videos will be stored and who is responsible
for their management, if any routine files are expected to be shared with participating clubs (i.e.: the winning routine for
each category and apparatus links sent to all participating clubs), etc.
Video Recording:
• The participating clubs must have the flexibility to record routines any time during the competition open dates. The
host club establishes the open dates for routine submissions (i.e.: 7 days, from Saturday to Friday).
• The quality of the recorded video should be 1080p and 60 frames per second, minimum.
• One day prior to the video submission open date, an email is circulated to participating clubs/coaches (including host
club coaches) with a symbol and/or word that must be included in the video recording. This will ensure the routine
has taken place within the allotted time frame rather than days or weeks before the competition.
• The recording session intent should be to simulate a competition environment, as much as possible, for the athletes.
Athletes should be presenting to the videographer for one routine attempt and not taking multiple attempts to
achieve their best attempt. It is understood that some gym configurations may mean that not all apparatus may be
filmed during the same training day.
• Coaches will hold up a whiteboard/paper with the password/symbol and athlete name in front of the camera, before
the athlete presents and performs their routine. One continuous video for each event apparatus from showing of
password/symbol to dismount presentation to the camera.
o During the routine, the camera must be static, with no zooming in/out. The device should be
zoomed out, so the entire apparatus and performance is visible in the frame.
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o
o
o

Exception: Artistic Floor (with the widest camera angle possible and as little panning as needed
to capture the routine, for facilities that cannot physically get the full floor space in their
recording shot), TG DMT, and full TG tumbling pass is required.
Some zooming in may be possible on floor when the gymnast is at the opposite end of the floor.
The entire body of the athlete must remain in view (no zooming on the face, for example). The
host club must clearly define whether zooming in on floor is permitted or not during their competition.
The gymnast’s entire body must be visible at all times. If body parts are cut off on the video or
the video malfunctions, the gymnast may incur a potential deduction, at the discretion of the
judges, for the missing body part (example: if the athlete’s legs go out of the frame during a
giant on bars, they may incur the maximum penalty for bent legs.)

Video Labelling and Uploading:
• YouTube link submissions should come from a club YouTube account
o NOTE: You Tube may limit to the number of uploads that can be done in a 24-hour period to
some accounts (but not consistently). Suggested fixes include not uploading all your routine
submissions on the final day of the competition parameter dates or having multiple You Tube
accounts for your club (I.E.: one for each group or for each coach)
• Each video should be YouTube labeled as ‘unlisted’, not ‘private’ or ‘public’. This will allow the competition
administration and the judges access to view the routines, without compromising the athlete’s privacy.
o Clubs may choose to upload videos to platforms other than You Tube (IE: vimeo, dropbox), but
must assure that links are not restricted for viewing by the host club or participating judges.
o Video submissions that have restrictions on viewing may not be judged.
• Videos submission links, appropriately labeled, MUST be submitted to the competition host by 11:59 PM on the
competition closing date using the platform provided by the host club (i.e.: YouTube links emailed to host/K-score
Google Submission form)
• MAG/WAG Video label format: Discipline_Category_Birthyear_Apparatus_AthleteName_Club
o Example: WAG_JO8_2004_Beam_SallySmith_MyGymClub
o Categories and apparatus must also be included:
o Senior = SR
o Junior 16-18 = JR16
o Junior 14-15 = JR14
o National Open = OPEN
o Provincial 5 = P5, etc.
o FX
o PH
o SR
o VT
o PB
o HB
• TG Video label format: Discipline_Category_Birthyear_Apparatus_Pass#_AthleteName_Club
o Example: TG_ L6_2004_DMT_Pass2_SallySmith_MyGymClub
• Once the uploads have been completed, the individual links will need to be sent to the host club. Two sample
options (depending on host club protocols):
o Option 1: Clubs using K-score will prefer this option.
o Using the K-score Google Submission Form, upload your files to the host club
o Option 2: Submit all routine links in one Excel spreadsheet, per club, with the following column
headings:
o Discipline
o Category
o Birth year
o Apparatus
o Athlete name
o Video hyperlink
• Only one link per athlete per apparatus can be submitted. A second link for the same apparatus will be deleted, with
the exception of vault, one video with 2 vaults or 2 videos each containing a single vault may be submitted.
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•

Once the event is completed and the results are known, it is recommended that the videos are removed/deleted
from the club’s YouTube account, unless permission has been given to share them.

Judging, Results and Awards
• The apparatus head judge, in collaboration with the head judge and the host club are responsible for verifying the
final scores for their apparatus and signing off on results. There are no formal judging inquiries for score changes
during virtual events. Coaches should promptly and respectfully contact the Competition Head Judge if they have
informal inquiries about scores. Changes to scores will be made at the discretion of the Competition Head Judge.
• Judging of the submitted routines will take place over the timeframe given in the competition information package.
• Results will be posted on the host club’s website and/or emailed to all participating clubs.
• By participating in the competition, individual competitors are providing permission for the host club to share their
performances with all participating clubs or the host club may request that medal winning routines be renamed and
made public for viewing.
• Awards will be distributed within one week of final result posting.
Judging / Scoring Protocols (virtual events)
Below are GymBC’s recommendations for judging. Please contact contact the appropriate discipline Technical
Coordinator (MAG – mag@gymbc.org, WAG – wag@gymbc.org, TG – tg@gymb.org) or the GymBC Technical Director
(td@gymbc.org) if you have any questions.
Assignments:
• Judging assignments for virtual events must be done by the appropriate Technical Committee (TC) Judging Chair
(or designate).
• For some lower level categories, it will be possible to assign a one (only for levels 1+2 for MAG) or two judges
per panel for Artistic and three judges for Trampoline. At the higher levels, the minimum number would be two
for Artistic and three-to-five for TG. If you are unsure how many judges are needed for each level, contact the
appropriate discipline Technical Coordinator (MAG – mag@gymbc.org, WAG – wag@gymbc.org, TG –
tg@gymb.org).
• The TC Judging Chair, Zone Chair or TG Judging Chair will provide the name of the Competition Head Judge
(CHJ) to the club to facilitate communication. The CHJ will be responsible to communicate with all judges
assigned to the event.
• The host club must provide to the TC Judging Chair and Competition Head Judge:
o
the parameters and deadline for submitting information (scores or comments)
o
the type of evaluation - full routines, partial routines, or individual skills
o
how scores will be entered into the scoring program.
• The TC Judging Chair or Competition Head Judge will inform the panel judges how they are to communicate
during the ‘competition’ judging session
Judges Meeting:
• A pre-competition judges’ meetings can take place via video conference with the Competition Head Judge, all
panel judges, and a representative from the host club in attendance. The meeting should cover:
o Technology navigation (platform, scoring, other)
o How and where to submit scores Virtual Judging Panels
o Expected timeline on when scores are to be submitted
Competition Head Judge and Panel Judges Responsibilities:
• Judges will abide by the following:
o Judge each level for the same competition on the same day & time
o Not consult with another coach/judge while completing the judging task
o Judge a routine only once in real time (exception is 2 viewings for Vault). If a judge is performing two
tasks (i.e.: MAG – D score and E score or TG – DD/HD or DD/EX), they may watch the routine once
each for each task, but will always complete the E-jury/EX task on the first viewing
o Judges will keep a record of their scores until it is verified that all results have been tabulated
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•
•

Each artistic judge will have their own place to input their scores (IE: K-score program) which will include DV (Dscore/Start Value), execution (E-score), neutral deductions and final score. Each TG judge will be given
instructions on how their score entry will be completed.
Judging and scores must be completed and entered into the scoring system by the predetermined time set out
by the host club.

Post Event / Judges Honorarium
• All judges will be compensated by the host club. This honorarium may be based on the number of
routines/passes judged, an assigned number of routines/passes per hour, or judge’s certification level. Judges
will only be eligible for honorarium for judging, no other expenses will be compensated, unless a judge is
requested to be on-site at a gym club for verification.
• Honoraria rates will be set by the Men’s, Women’s and Trampoline Technical Coordinators with consultations
deemed necessary. See the Artistic routine rate in the chart below. For TG routine rates, contact tg@gymbc.org.
Artistic Per Routine Judging Honoraria Rates
WAG Judging Level

MAG Judge's Level

Rate

FIG Brevet, National HP

FIG

$2.00

JO 9-10, JO 10 National

National

$1.60

JO 6-8

Club Level / Provincial

$1.25

JO 3-5
Entry Level / Beginner
$1.00
NOTE: The Competition Head Judge will receive a flat fee

(amount to be determined based on experience and
competition size) for administering the judges throughout
a competition weekend

Tips
o

The amount of time allocated for judging should be determined by the host club, in consultation with the TC
Judging Chair and communicated to participating judges prior to the event GymBC recommends the same
judging pay rates as in-person events.

Awards / Participant Recognition (virtual events)
Requirements
• Awards will be at the discretion of each competition host club. Some awards options include:
o Host mails out awards after the conclusion of the competition.
 Note: this will increase the hosts financial responsibility to account for awards and shipping.
o Host mails out Certificates of Success for each athlete’s accomplishments
• Awards to be mailed, MUST be done so in a timely manner; not more than one week after the final results are
published.
Tips
o

The host club can request the use of the top routine video submissions to share on their event website page for
coaches, athletes, and parents to view

APPENDIX 1 – Video Equipment Placement and Recording (virtual events)
Pre-meet communication may take place between the host club and all attending clubs to confirm camera placement. In
general, filming should be done from an angle that would be used by the apparatus head judging table.
•

Coaches will hold up a whiteboard/paper with the password/symbol and the athlete name into the recording
device, before the athlete presents and performs their routine. One continuous video for each event apparatus
from showing of password/symbol to dismount presentation to the camera.
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o
o
o
o

During the routine, the camera must be static, with no zooming in/out. The device should be zoomed out,
so the entire apparatus and performance is visible in the frame.
Exception: TG DMT, and full TG tumbling pass is required.
Some zooming in may be possible on floor when the gymnast is at the opposite end of the floor. The entire
body of the athlete must remain in view (no zooming on the face, for example).
The gymnast’s entire body must be visible at all times. If body parts are cut off on the video or the video
malfunctions, the gymnast may incur a potential deduction for the missing body part (re: if the athlete’s legs
go out of the frame during a giant on bars, they may incur the maximum penalty for bent legs.)

•

All Artistic Line and Time and TG Horizontal Displacement deductions will be applied. It is recommended that
artistic coaches time athlete falls to avoid deductions. It is the coach responsibility to ensure the athlete does
not exceed the fall time or routine time limits. (TG Time of Flight calculations will be added to each trampoline
athlete’s final score.)

•

To that effect, Artistic coaches must time the routine, and provide an audible sound (bell/gong) when
appropriate for the rules –10 seconds before maximum time is reached, and when time has been reached. For
example, if the maximum length of a routine is 90 seconds, an audible sound must be provided at 80 seconds
and again at 90 seconds. The bell/gong must be heard on the video.

All camera placements must be static – utilize tripod, tabletop, solid surface
Women’s Artistic Apparatus:
Vault: Completion of run, springboard, vault table, entire landing mat area. Base mat to highest expected vault height
Athlete run will not be scored for 2021-2022 season. Video should include the last 3 steps of the run until the final
presentation is shown to the camera.

Uneven Bars Entire matted area under bar set, including mount position for a board or glide kip mount, matted area
behind high bar to include all landing surfaces. Base mat to highest expected handstand position on high bar Ideal
position: Head-on view showing side of bar set.
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Balance Beam Entire length of beam and dismount landing area. Base mat to highest expected skill set height for each
session / competition Ideal position: side view, all dismounts landing on same end.

Floor Exercise All four (4) clearly corners, including out of bound areas. Floor level to highest expected skill set height for
each session / competition.

Men’s Artistic Apparatus:
The recording device (in landscape/horizontal view) should be positioned on a tripod approx. 2-metres (6 feet) high
behind the typical D panel position. The video should cover the entire area utilized by the athlete without losing feet at
the top or bottom of the screen.
Floor Exercise From one side of the floor area and should allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their
routine, without obstruction. Boundary lines should be well marked and visible on the floor. The entire floor does not

need to be visible during the entire routine.
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Pommel Horse From one side of the horse and should allow for the athlete’s entire body and the entire horse/mushroom
to be seen throughout their routine without obstruction.

Still Rings From the side of the A-frame, approximately 1-metre (3-feet) off-center from the upright. The athlete should
be facing the camera and filming must allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their routine without
obstruction.

Vault From the side near the back end of the Vault Table and should allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen
throughout the entire vault (pre-flight, table, post-flight, and landing) without obstruction. The filming should show at
least the last 4 strides of the run before contact with the beat board, but must - at minimum - show the entirety of the
beat board (and a couple feet ahead of the board for those doing a roundoff onto the board). Landing lines should be
well marked on the landing mat.
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Parallel Bars From the side of the bars (perpendicular to the bars; not facing the front or back) and should allow for the
athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their routine without obstruction.

High Bar From the side of the bar (not facing the front or back), approximately 1-metre (3-feet) off-center from the
upright. and should allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their routine without obstruction.

Trampoline Gymnastics Apparatus:
Trampoline Adjacent to the trampoline, must capture the bed and athlete at all times. Horizontal displacement box must
be clearly visible at all times. Camera should not move up and down. Videographer must be raised to a height between 2
and 3 metres off the floor.
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Double Mini Adjacent to the DMT, a minimum of 5 metres away (across from the middle of the spotter zone) and must
capture at least half the run up, the DMT, the full height of the athlete and the entire landing zone at all times. Camera
should not move up and down. Videographer must be raised to a height of 2 metres off the floor. Landing zones must be
clearly marked and visible.

Tumbling Adjacent to the rod floor, a minimum of 5 meters away (approximately 2/3 to 3/4 down the length of the rod
floor, and must capture the run and entire pass, including the entire landing zone. Camera should not move up and down.
Videographer must be raised to a height of 2 metres off the floor. Landing zones and all lines must be clearly visible at all
times marked.
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Appendix 2 -_________________ (Participating Gymnastics Club) Competition Declaration of Compliance Template
Participating GymBC Member Club Name:
Host GymBC Member Club Name:
Competition Name:
Competition Dates:
Type of Competition (Virtual or In-Person):
All GYMBC member clubs must comply with the host club’s protocols for each competition that they attend. A new form must be
completed for each event from each participating club.
Gymnastics BC (GymBC) requires its member clubs to adhere to compliance requirements outlined in its Return to
Competition Plan. The requirements outlined in the Return to Competition Plan are based on viaSport’s Return to Sport
Guidelines, PHO orders and recommendations, and WorkSafeBC requirements. These are intended to safeguard the health
and safety of individuals within each member club and the communities beyond, in order to mitigate transmission of
COVID-19.
GymBC member clubs that do not adhere to, or are unable to agree to the terms outline by ________________ (Host Club) in
this document are not permitted to attend virtual or in person competitions.
I, the undersigned COVID-19 participating club representative, hereby understand, acknowledge, and agree to the terms
and information outlined in this document on behalf of my participating GymBC members at the _____________________
(Competition Name)
1. _________________ (Participating Gymnastics Club) will adhere to ________________ (Host Club)’s COVID-19 safety
requirements set out on GymBC’s website for in person events.
2. _________________ (Participating Gymnastics Club) will adhere to its own Safety plan and all requirements set out
on GymBC’s website when competing in virtual competitions.
3. _________________ (Participating Gymnastics Club) will ensure that each individual competitor must complete
GymBC’s Participant Declaration of Compliance form and GymBC’s Release of Liability, Waiver of Claims,
Assumption of Risks and Indemnity Agreement, and GymBC’s Media Release Form prior to competing.
4. _________________ (Participating Gymnastics Club) must adhere to all competition requirements included in the
event directive, video/content tests, and pre-competition tasks determined by the ________________ (Host Club).
Signature:

Participant Club Representative

Date:
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Appendix 3:
2021/2022 Gymnastics BC (GymBC) Media Release Form ENTER MEMBER CLUB NAME
Athlete/Participant Name:
Athlete/Participant Date of Birth:
All individuals who may appear in any media content as a part of Gymnastics BC Sanctioned Virtual Events must
complete this media release form. This includes individuals who may appear on camera, but are not competing in the
event themselves.
Gymnastics BC requires its member clubs to comply with requirements outlined on its website
(http://gymbc.org/coronavirus/) and its Return to Competition Plan (gymbc.org/public/uploads/Return-toCompetition.pdf). These requirements are based on viaSport’s Return to Sport Guidelines, Provincial Health
Officer ministerial orders, and WorkSafeBC requirements, and may change from time to time.
Virtual Competitions that are contested through shared video performances of gymnasts are a part of GymBC’s
Return to Competition Plan. To successfully manage the large amount of video files and data (to organize
athlete performances) in virtual competitions, all GymBC virtual competitions will require the use of public
video sharing websites (e.g., YouTube). GymBC requires each member club to ensure that all individuals who
appear in media content (video, pictures, and competition information) consent to the sharing of this content.
Therefore, only individuals that have completed this Media Release Form are eligible to enter GymBC
sanctioned events. GymBC member clubs will retain electronic or hard copies of this form to be produced if
required.
A parent/guardian of each athlete/participant under the age of 19 must complete the form.
Athletes/participants age 13 and older must also complete the form.
Any other individuals (and their parent/guardian depending on their age) appearing in media content that will be
shared publicly must also complete this form.
Completing this Media Release Form is a requirement to enter GymBC sanctioned competitions.

I understand, acknowledge, and agree to the terms and information
outlined in this Media Release Form and agree to allow Gymnastics BC
and its member clubs to share media content (video and photos, and
information regarding competition results) publicly through websites,
social media and video sharing platforms (e.g., YouTube).
_____________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

_____________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

Athlete/Participant Name

Parent/Guardian Name

Athlete/Participant Signature
(If 13 years of age or older)

Parent/Guardian Signature
(If Athlete/Participant is under age 19)

Date

Date
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